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At the turn of 2006 and 2007,
a group of researchers from
all over Europe prepared
a study “Street Artists in
Europe” concentrating both
on history, aesthetics, types of
street theatre, as well as on its
social context and its influence
on the shape of urban space.1
One of the bases of this report
was the survey conducted
among the very artists of street
theatre, referring, among
others, to the influence of such
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art on social reality and the
development of urban spaces.
Among a couple of possible
answers referring to the aims
of creating street theatre, the
one very frequently chosen by
artists and directors of festivals
was about the wish to create
the “public space” through their
own performances. Does it
mean that contemporary artists
by practicing theatre outside
traditional venues in reality
wish to practice the “public
theatre”? And what, in fact,
does the term “public space”
mean for the contemporary
theatre artists? Is theatre
building public space? Why
the issue of public space and
public sphere seems to be so
important for contemporary
art in general? Are the words
of Jürgen Habermas defining
the term “public” still valid?
„We call events and occasions

‘public’ when they are open
to all, in contrast to closed or
exclusive affairs – as when we
speak of public places or public
houses”2 . „The public sphere
itself appears as a specific
domain – the public domain
versus the private. Sometimes
the public appears simply as
that sector of public opinion
that happens to be opposed to
the authorities.”3
The main aim of the lecture
and seminars is to present
a variety of theatre activities
which take place outside the
traditional theatre building, and
analyze how theatre building
became “privatized”. The event
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will explore relation between
theatre and public space – not
only nowadays but also its
historical background – and
how “publicness” of the space
can be perceived by different
artists. We will try to answer
how theatre can support
development of public space
and how different approaches
toward public spaces create
different artistic strategies.

Přednáška:
25. listopadu, 15-17H
Hallerův sál

Výuka proběhne v angličtině.
Studenti, kteří absolvují celý
blok a splní všechny zadané
úkoly, budou mít předmět
zapsán jako Workshop
(207WSA1, 1 ECTS).

The lecture “Places of
performance – between public
and private” will concentrate
on the issue: Is theatre building
a public space? We will trace
how, in the history and in
present day, publicness and
private sphere demonstrated
themselves through performing
venues. From ancient times to
newly build theatres performing
venues reflected the role that
theatre played in the epoqe
and the served as a mirror for
society.

Semináře:
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The seminars under common
title “Performances in public
spaces” will be mostly
concentrated on analyzing
contemporary artistic and
non-artistic performances in
public spaces from various
world’s sites as subversive
and normative powers. From
American group Bread and
Puppet Theatre and The Living
Theatre through Polish street
art in the 80s, Serbian protests
in the 90s to contemporary
marches and mass protests
performances in public places
were used as a tool for political
and social change.
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